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GAS GAS one-two on the 7th round of the Spanish Indoor Trial Championship: Leon

ADAM RAGA (GAS GAS) ROUNDS UP A SPECTACULAR
SEASON WITH THE SPANISH INDOOR TITLE

Raga has won all the titles available: World Trial Championship, Trial des Nations and
Spanish Championship, both in the indoor and outdoor versions

Leon, 18 December 2005.- With their win at the Leon Indoor Trial, Adam Raga and his GAS GAS
TXT Pro 300 rounded up a season which will be difficult to repeat, after winning the Spanish
Indoor Trial Championship with his victory today and conquering all the Championships he has
entered this year: the World Indoor and Outdoor Trial Championships, the Spanish Indoor and
Outdoor Championships, and the indoor and outdoor Trial des Nations, a string of titles which
can only be explained by the exceptional fitness level of the young 23-year-old Ulldecona rider,
who indisputably holds the present world’s number one place.

Raga was coming to Leon with the title virtually in his hands, with a single point required for him
to achieve the championship, but the GAS GAS man rode at his highest level again to win the
event held at the Leon sports arena with total superiority before his team partner Jeroni Fajardo,
who also rode outstandingly and even managed to lead the trial on the first lap, completing the
domination of the GAS GAS squad.

«I am obviously very happy with the way things have gone this year,» commented a shining
Adam Raga right after climbing down the rostrum, «it was not easy at all to dominate the season
in this way, on all types of grounds, but I think that these years’ consistent job is showing now and
has allowed us to harvest the best fruit. I think that the work with Jordi (Tarrés) is the base to it all
and the technical effort of GAS GAS, together with our daily training work is the base of the level
we count on now.» It is very difficult to find a sportsman with such a high level of perfection in the
consecution of his targets as Adam Raga, a man who has been called to set a landmark in the
history of world trial.

Final standings of the Trial Indoor de Leon
1 - Adam Raga (GAS GAS) 4 points
2 - Jeroni Fajardo (GAS GAS) 12 points
3 - Marc Freixa (Montesa) 15 points
4 - Toni Bou (Beta) (17/1st lap)
5 - Albert Cabestany (Sherco) (21/1st lap)

These are the Spanish Indoor Trial Championship standings after the 7th  round (Leon)
1 - Adam Raga (GAS GAS) 63 points
2 - Toni Bou (Beta) 49 points
3 - Albert Cabestany (Sherco) 46 points
4 - Jeroni Fajardo (GAS GAS) 39 points
5 - Marc Freixa (Montesa) 34 points

The next and last valid round will be the Indoor de Lleida, on 26 December 2005.


